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Q1. What advances have been made in the study of comparative politics in recent times? Critically 

examine. 

Ans. In recent times, the study of comparative politics has seen significant advances driven by 

various factors, including technological advancements, globalization, and changing political 

landscapes. These advances have enriched our understanding of political systems, institutions, 

behaviors, and outcomes. However, it's important to critically examine these developments, 

recognizing both their strengths and limitations. Here are some notable advances in the study of 

comparative politics: 

1. Data Availability and Analysis: 

Advances: The availability of vast amounts of data, including survey data, election results, and 

government documents, has enabled researchers to conduct more comprehensive and sophisticated 

analyses. Statistical techniques and data visualization tools have improved our ability to identify 

trends and patterns. 

Critique: While data availability has expanded, data quality and comparability across countries can 

still be a challenge. Researchers must be cautious about potential biases and measurement errors in 

cross-national data. 

2. Computational Methods and Big Data: 

Advances: Computational methods, including machine learning and big data analytics, have opened 

up new avenues for analyzing political phenomena. These methods can process large datasets and 

identify complex relationships and trends. 

Critique: There is a risk of overreliance on quantitative techniques at the expense of qualitative 

insights. Interpretation and contextual understanding of data remain critical. 

3. Behavioral Studies: 

Advances: Comparative politics has seen a growing emphasis on behavioral studies, exploring voter 

behavior, political attitudes, and decision-making processes. Experimental methods and survey 

experiments have provided insights into individual-level political choices. 

Critique: There is a need to balance behavioral studies with broader institutional and structural 

analyses to provide a comprehensive understanding of political systems. 

4. Comparative Case Studies: 

Advances: In-depth case studies of specific countries or regions have continued to contribute 

valuable insights into political dynamics. Researchers use qualitative methods to uncover context-

specific factors. 

Critique: Generalizability can be a concern with case studies, and there is a need to ensure that 

findings from individual cases are situated within broader comparative frameworks. 



 

 

5. Focus on Non-Western Democracies: 

Advances: Comparative politics has increasingly shifted its focus beyond Western democracies to 

include non-Western countries, recognizing the diversity of political systems worldwide. 

Critique: There is a risk of applying Western-centric theories and concepts to non-Western contexts, 

which may not always be appropriate. 

6. Comparative Regional Studies: 

Advances: Scholars have engaged in comparative regional studies, analyzing political developments 

within specific regions, such as Latin America, Africa, or Asia. 

Critique: Regional studies can sometimes overlook cross-regional comparisons, limiting our 

understanding of global political dynamics. 

7. Interdisciplinary Approaches: 

Advances: Comparative politics has increasingly embraced interdisciplinary approaches, 

incorporating insights from fields like economics, sociology, anthropology, and psychology. 

Critique: Maintaining the rigor and coherence of interdisciplinary research can be challenging, and 

there is a need for methodological integration. 

8. Online and Digital Politics: 

Advances: The rise of social media and digital communication has led to the study of online political 

behavior, activism, and communication in comparative politics. 

Critique: Research in this area faces methodological challenges related to data collection, ethics, and 

the rapidly evolving nature of online platforms. 

In conclusion, the study of comparative politics has evolved significantly, driven by advances in data, 

technology, and interdisciplinary collaboration. These developments have enhanced our capacity to 

analyze political systems across the globe. However, it is essential to maintain a critical perspective, 

recognizing the limitations and potential biases in these advances and striving for a balanced and 

holistic understanding of political phenomena. 

 

 

OR 

What are the limitations of Eurocentrism in the study of comparative politics.  

Ans. Eurocentrism refers to a bias or worldview that places Europe, and by extension the Western 

world, at the center of historical, cultural, political, and intellectual narratives, often to the exclusion 

or marginalization of non-European perspectives. In the study of comparative politics, Eurocentrism 

can lead to several limitations: 

1. Neglect of Non-Western Political Traditions: Eurocentrism tends to prioritize the study of 

Western political thought and institutions, often overshadowing the rich and diverse political 

traditions of non-Western regions. This neglect can result in a limited and skewed understanding 

of global politics. 



 

 

2. Inappropriate Application of Western Concepts: When Eurocentric concepts and theories are 

applied uncritically to non-Western contexts, they may not adequately capture the complexities 

and nuances of political systems in other parts of the world. This can lead to misinterpretations 

and misrepresentations. 

3. Colonial Legacy: Eurocentrism is rooted in the colonial history of Europe, where European 

powers imposed their political, economic, and cultural systems on colonized societies. This 

legacy can perpetuate unequal power dynamics and reinforce the dominance of Western 

perspectives. 

4. Imperialism and Neocolonialism: Eurocentrism can contribute to a worldview that justifies or 

perpetuates imperialism and neocolonialism, where Western powers exert influence and control 

over non-Western nations, often in the name of promoting Western values and interests. 

5. Underrepresentation of Non-Western Scholars: Non-Western scholars and their perspectives 

are sometimes marginalized or excluded in academic discourse, limiting the diversity of voices 

and viewpoints in the study of comparative politics. 

6. Limited Cross-Regional Comparisons: Eurocentrism may discourage researchers from engaging 

in meaningful cross-regional comparisons, reinforcing the idea that Western political systems are 

the norm against which others are judged. 

7. Overemphasis on Western Models: Eurocentrism can lead to an overemphasis on Western-style 

democracy and governance models as the ideal, disregarding alternative political systems and 

indigenous forms of governance that may be better suited to specific cultural and historical 

contexts. 

8. Stereotyping and Generalizations: Eurocentrism can perpetuate stereotypes and generalizations 

about non-Western societies, treating them as homogenous and failing to appreciate the 

diversity of political experiences within these regions. 

9. Cultural Insensitivity: When Eurocentric scholars approach non-Western societies with a lack of 

cultural sensitivity and an ethnocentric perspective, they may misinterpret local practices and 

norms, leading to misunderstandings. 

10. Reinforcement of Power Asymmetry: By centering European and Western perspectives, 

Eurocentrism can reinforce global power imbalances, contributing to unequal political and 

economic relationships between the West and the rest of the world. 

To overcome the limitations of Eurocentrism in the study of comparative politics, scholars should 

adopt a more inclusive and global approach. This involves acknowledging and valuing non-Western 

political traditions, engaging in cross-cultural and cross-regional comparisons, and actively seeking 

input from scholars and voices outside of the Eurocentric framework. Such an approach promotes a 

more balanced, nuanced, and accurate understanding of political systems and dynamics across the 

world. 

 

 

Q2. What have been the nature of changes in capitalism under the impact of the globalization 

process? Discuss. 

Ans. Globalization has had a profound impact on capitalism, reshaping its nature and dynamics in 

several ways. The interplay between globalization and capitalism has led to both opportunities and 

challenges, transforming the global economic landscape. Here are some key aspects of the changes 

in capitalism under the impact of the globalization process: 



 

 

1. Increased Interconnectedness: Globalization has deepened the interconnectedness of national 

economies. Capital can flow more freely across borders, leading to greater integration of 

financial markets and global supply chains. 

2. Rise of Multinational Corporations (MNCs): Multinational corporations have expanded their 

operations globally, seeking new markets, lower production costs, and investment opportunities. 

They have become major players in the global capitalist system. 

3. Global Supply Chains: Businesses increasingly rely on global supply chains, with different 

components of products being manufactured in different countries. This has allowed for cost 

efficiency but also vulnerability to disruptions. 

4. Technological Advancements: Advances in technology, particularly in communication and 

transportation, have facilitated global capitalism. Digital platforms and e-commerce have 

enabled businesses to reach customers worldwide. 

5. Financialization: Globalization has led to the financialization of economies, where financial 

markets and institutions have gained prominence. Speculation, financial innovation, and complex 

financial instruments have become integral parts of capitalism. 

6. Emergence of Emerging Markets: The globalization process has lifted many emerging 

economies, such as China and India, into positions of economic significance. These countries 

have become major players in global trade and investment. 

7. Income Inequality: While globalization has contributed to economic growth in many countries, it 

has also exacerbated income inequality within and between nations. The benefits of 

globalization have not been equally distributed, leading to disparities in wealth and living 

standards. 

8. Labor Mobility: Globalization has facilitated the movement of labor across borders. This includes 

migration for employment opportunities and the outsourcing of labor-intensive tasks to 

countries with lower labor costs. 

9. Global Financial Crises: The integration of financial markets has made economies more 

susceptible to financial crises that can spread rapidly across borders. The 2008 global financial 

crisis highlighted this vulnerability. 

10. Environmental Concerns: The pursuit of economic growth in a globalized world has raised 

environmental challenges, such as resource depletion, pollution, and climate change. These 

challenges intersect with capitalist interests. 

11. Global Governance: Globalization has spurred the need for international institutions and 

agreements to regulate and manage various aspects of global capitalism, including trade, 

finance, and environmental protection. 

12. Evolving Capitalist Models: Capitalism has adapted in different ways across the globe. Variations 

include social market capitalism, state capitalism, and hybrid models that blend market forces 

with government intervention. 

13. Cultural Impact: Globalization has influenced consumer culture, shaping preferences, values, and 

lifestyles through the spread of global brands and cultural products. 

14. Challenges to National Sovereignty: The globalization process has raised questions about the 

extent of national sovereignty, as international economic forces can sometimes limit the ability 

of governments to control their economic destiny. 

15. New Challenges for Workers: Globalization has created both opportunities and challenges for 

workers. While it has provided access to global markets, it has also led to job insecurity and wage 

pressures in some sectors. 

In summary, the impact of globalization on capitalism is multifaceted. It has expanded economic 

opportunities and increased efficiency but has also raised concerns about inequality, environmental 



 

 

sustainability, and the power of global corporations. Understanding these changes is essential for 

policymakers and scholars seeking to navigate the complex dynamics of contemporary global 

capitalism. 

 

 

Q3. Discuss the role of Glasnost and Perestroika in the decline of socialism in former Soviet Union. 

Ans. Glasnost and Perestroika played pivotal roles in the decline of socialism in the former Soviet 

Union. They were two interrelated and significant policy reforms introduced by Soviet leader Mikhail 

Gorbachev in the 1980s. While intended to rejuvenate the Soviet system, these reforms ultimately 

contributed to its downfall. Here's an exploration of their roles in the decline of socialism: 

1. Glasnost (Openness): 

a) Increased Freedom of Expression: Glasnost aimed to promote openness and transparency in 

the Soviet system. It allowed for greater freedom of speech, the press, and public discourse. 

People could express their opinions more freely and discuss issues that were previously 

considered taboo. 

b) Exposure of Corruption and Failures: As the media and public scrutiny intensified, Glasnost 

exposed widespread corruption, inefficiencies, and failures within the Soviet government 

and economy. Scandals and revelations eroded public trust in the system. 

c) Nationalism and Dissent: Glasnost also led to the revival of nationalistic sentiments in the 

Soviet republics. People began to assert their cultural identities and demand greater 

autonomy. Dissent and protests against Soviet rule surged. 

d) Crisis of Legitimacy: The openness of Glasnost, while a positive step toward transparency, 

inadvertently undermined the legitimacy of the Communist Party and the Soviet 

government. People began to question the authority and ideology of the ruling party. 

e) Challenges to One-Party Rule: With increased political debate and criticism, the Soviet 

Communist Party's monopoly on power was challenged. Alternative political movements and 

parties emerged, further weakening the one-party system. 

2. Perestroika (Restructuring): 

a) Economic Reform: Perestroika aimed to reform and modernize the Soviet economy, which 

was plagued by inefficiency, central planning, and a lack of innovation. It introduced 

elements of market-oriented reforms, allowing for limited private enterprise and foreign 

investment. 

b) Economic Turmoil: The restructuring of the economy led to economic turbulence, including 

rising inflation, shortages, and declining living standards for many Soviet citizens. The 

transition to a market economy was chaotic and disruptive. 

c) Loss of Central Control: As economic reforms were implemented, the central government's 

control over economic planning and enterprises weakened. This decentralization created 

economic disparities between regions and republics. 

d) Political Challenges: The economic turmoil created political challenges for the Soviet 

leadership. It exposed the inability of the Communist Party to manage the transition 

effectively and meet the needs of the population. 



 

 

e) Ethnic Unrest: Perestroika also contributed to ethnic tensions and demands for 

independence in the Soviet republics, particularly in the Baltic states and the Caucasus, 

where nationalist movements gained momentum. 

Together, Glasnost and Perestroika exposed the systemic weaknesses and contradictions of the 

Soviet socialist model. While they aimed to revitalize socialism and make it more responsive to the 

needs of the people, they inadvertently hastened the decline of the Soviet Union by: 

Undermining the ideological cohesion of the Communist Party. 

Fueling demands for political and economic reforms that went beyond what the Soviet leadership 

was willing to concede. 

Creating economic and political crises that eroded the legitimacy of the Soviet government. 

These factors, combined with external pressures such as the arms race and the global spread of 

democratic ideals, ultimately led to the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the end of 

socialism as the dominant political and economic system in the region. 

 

 

Q4 Discuss the various forms of colonialism in the twentieth century.  

Ans. Colonialism in the twentieth century took various forms, reflecting the changing dynamics of 

global politics, economics, and decolonization efforts. While traditional colonialism involving direct 

rule by imperial powers was prevalent in earlier centuries, the twentieth century saw a mix of 

traditional colonialism, settler colonialism, neo-colonialism, and informal imperialism. Here are 

explanations of these various forms of colonialism in the twentieth century: 

1. Traditional Colonialism: 

Continuation of Existing Empires: Some European empires, such as the British, French, and Dutch, 

maintained control over their colonial possessions well into the twentieth century. These colonies 

were often referred to as "Crown colonies" or "colonies proper." 

Direct Rule: In traditional colonialism, imperial powers exercised direct political and administrative 

control over the colonies. Local populations had limited political representation and were often 

subject to strict imperial governance. 

2. Settler Colonialism: 

Colonization by European Settlers: In settler colonialism, European settlers established permanent 

communities in colonized territories, displacing or subjugating indigenous populations. This form of 

colonialism was prevalent in regions like North America, Australia, and southern Africa. 

Cultural and Territorial Conquest: Settler colonialism involved the colonization of land and the 

imposition of European culture, institutions, and legal systems on indigenous societies. 

3. Neo-Colonialism: 

Economic Dominance: Neo-colonialism refers to a situation where former colonial powers or new 

global powers maintain economic dominance and influence over former colonies, even after political 

independence. 



 

 

Economic Dependency: Former colonies often remained economically dependent on former colonial 

powers or international institutions, which could manipulate their economies and politics. 

4. Informal Imperialism: 

Economic Control without Direct Rule: Informal imperialism involves exerting economic and political 

influence over other nations without formal colonization or direct rule. This often occurs through 

economic domination, debt, trade relationships, or diplomatic pressure. 

Examples: In the twentieth century, informal imperialism was exemplified by the influence of the 

United States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War, as well as the economic and political 

dominance of multinational corporations. 

5. Dependent Development: 

Economic Dependency with a Twist: Some former colonies adopted development models that 

reinforced economic dependency, often relying on the export of raw materials or cash crops to 

industrialized nations. This form of economic relationship perpetuated dependency even without 

formal colonial rule. 

6. Post-Independence Challenges: 

Challenges to Sovereignty: Even after achieving independence, many former colonies faced ongoing 

challenges related to sovereignty, economic self-determination, and political stability. They often had 

to navigate the legacy of colonialism while establishing their own governance systems. 

7. Decolonization Movements: 

Anti-Colonial Struggles: The twentieth century saw the rise of anti-colonial movements and efforts 

to gain independence. Many colonies achieved self-determination through a combination of peaceful 

negotiations and armed struggles. 

8. Regional Variations: 

Different Experiences: The experience of colonialism varied widely across regions and countries, 

depending on the colonial power involved, the duration of colonization, and local resistance 

movements. 

Impact on Global Politics: The decolonization process in the twentieth century significantly altered 

the geopolitical landscape, leading to the emergence of new nations, regional conflicts, and shifts in 

the balance of power. 

Overall, the twentieth century witnessed a complex and evolving set of colonial dynamics, with 

traditional colonialism persisting in some areas, while other regions experienced various forms of 

economic, cultural, or informal imperialism. Decolonization efforts and the pursuit of political 

independence marked a significant transformation in the global political order during this period. 

 

 

Q5. How has the Chinese political economy transformed itself under the forces of Globalisation?  

Ans. The Chinese political economy has undergone a remarkable transformation under the forces of 

globalization over the past few decades. China's integration into the global economy has been one of 



 

 

the most significant economic developments of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 

Here are some key ways in which China's political economy has transformed under the influence of 

globalization: 

1. Export-Led Growth: China embraced export-led growth as a central strategy for its economic 

development. This involved becoming the "world's factory," manufacturing a wide range of 

products for export to global markets. Special Economic Zones (SEZs) were established to attract 

foreign investment and facilitate export-oriented production. 

2. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI): China actively courted foreign investment, allowing 

multinational corporations to set up operations in the country. This influx of FDI brought 

advanced technology, management expertise, and capital to China, fueling its economic growth. 

3. Global Supply Chains: China became a crucial part of global supply chains, manufacturing 

components and assembling products for multinational companies. This integration allowed for 

cost-efficient production and trade with countries around the world. 

4. Trade Liberalization: China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, committing to 

open its markets to international trade. This move further integrated China into the global 

trading system and promoted increased exports and imports. 

5. Economic Reforms: China undertook a series of economic reforms, including the 

decollectivization of agriculture, liberalization of prices, and the development of a non-state 

sector. These reforms introduced market-oriented elements into China's socialist economy. 

6. Urbanization and Industrialization: Globalization accelerated China's urbanization and 

industrialization. Millions of rural residents migrated to cities to work in factories, construction, 

and services, contributing to rapid urban growth. 

7. Technological Advancements: China invested heavily in research and development (R&D) and 

technology acquisition. It became a global leader in areas like telecommunications, e-commerce, 

and renewable energy, challenging Western technological dominance. 

8. Rise of a Consumer Class: As China's economy grew, so did its middle class. Rising incomes and 

increased consumer spending transformed China into a major market for consumer goods and 

services, both domestically and for international companies. 

9. Currency and Exchange Rate Policies: China's currency, the Renminbi (RMB or Yuan), became 

more convertible, and exchange rate policies evolved. This allowed for greater flexibility in 

managing China's trade balance and financial flows. 

10. Belt and Road Initiative (BRI): China initiated the BRI, a vast infrastructure and economic 

development project that aims to connect China to Europe, Africa, and Asia through a network of 

railways, ports, and other infrastructure. The BRI extends China's economic influence globally. 

11. State Capitalism: While introducing market mechanisms, the Chinese government retained a 

strong role in the economy through state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and government guidance. 

This model of "state capitalism" allowed for both market dynamism and state control. 

12. Global Financial Centers: Chinese cities like Shanghai have emerged as global financial centers, 

with the potential to challenge the dominance of Western financial hubs like New York and 

London. 

13. Global Investment: China has become a significant source of outbound foreign direct 

investment, acquiring assets and companies around the world in various industries, including 

technology, infrastructure, and natural resources. 

14. Global Economic Leadership: China has asserted itself as a global economic leader, advocating 

for economic cooperation, multilateralism, and reforms in international financial institutions like 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank. 



 

 

15. Challenges and Tensions: China's rise has also led to tensions with trading partners over issues 

like trade imbalances, intellectual property theft, and market access. Trade disputes, particularly 

with the United States, have arisen in recent years. 

Overall, China's transformation under globalization has been characterized by rapid economic 

growth, technological advancement, increased global influence, and complex challenges. It has 

positioned itself as a key player in the global political economy, shaping international trade, 

investment, and economic dynamics. 

 

 

Qб. Parliamentary democracy has been sustained over the years by its emphasis on the principle 

of collective responsibility of the cabinet system and political homogeneity in Britain. Do you 

agree? Discuss. 

Ans. The statement suggests that the principle of collective responsibility of the cabinet system and 

political homogeneity have been key factors in sustaining parliamentary democracy in Britain. While 

these elements have played important roles in the British political system, it is essential to critically 

examine their significance and consider other factors that contribute to the sustainability of 

parliamentary democracy. 

1. Collective Responsibility: 

Advantages: 

• Unity and Accountability: Collective responsibility ensures that all cabinet members publicly 

support government policies. This fosters a sense of unity within the government and presents a 

united front to the public. 

• Accountability: It holds cabinet members accountable for government decisions, as they cannot 

disassociate themselves from policies they disagree with. This reinforces the notion of political 

accountability. 

Challenges and Limitations: 

• Groupthink: Collective responsibility may discourage dissent within the cabinet, potentially 

leading to groupthink and the stifling of innovative policy ideas. 

• Suppressing Minority Voices: It can stifle the voices of cabinet members who hold minority 

views but may have valuable insights or alternative perspectives. 

• Pressure to Resign: In cases of significant policy disagreements, cabinet members may be 

pressured to resign, which can lead to a loss of talent and experience in the government. 

2. Political Homogeneity: 

Advantages: 

• Stability: Political homogeneity, where the majority party typically has a clear ideological and 

policy platform, can contribute to political stability. It allows for more predictable governance. 

• Efficiency: A homogenous government is often better equipped to pass legislation and 

implement its agenda, as it faces fewer internal conflicts. 

Challenges and Limitations: 



 

 

• Lack of Diverse Perspectives: Political homogeneity may limit the diversity of policy ideas and 

perspectives within the government, potentially leading to policy blind spots. 

• Limited Opposition Scrutiny: A lack of strong opposition can result in limited scrutiny of 

government actions and decisions, reducing accountability. 

• Lack of Representation: Political homogeneity may not adequately represent the full spectrum 

of public opinion and interests. 

3. Other Factors in Sustaining Parliamentary Democracy: 

a. Rule of Law: A robust legal system, respect for the rule of law, and an independent judiciary 

are crucial for maintaining parliamentary democracy. They ensure that the government is 

subject to legal constraints and that citizens have access to justice. 

b. Free and Fair Elections: The regular conduct of free and fair elections allows for peaceful 

transitions of power and gives citizens the opportunity to choose their representatives. 

c. Civil Society and Media: An active civil society and independent media play vital roles in 

holding the government accountable, exposing corruption, and providing diverse viewpoints. 

d. Public Participation: Public engagement and participation in political processes, such as 

voting, advocacy, and activism, are essential for democratic legitimacy. 

e. Protection of Rights: Safeguarding individual rights and freedoms, including freedom of 

speech, assembly, and association, is fundamental for the protection of democracy. 

f. Checks and Balances: An effective system of checks and balances, including a strong 

legislature and an independent judiciary, ensures that no single branch of government 

becomes too powerful. 

In conclusion, while collective responsibility and political homogeneity are important elements of 

the British parliamentary system, they are not the sole factors responsible for the sustainability of 

parliamentary democracy. Other factors, such as the rule of law, free and fair elections, civil society, 

and protection of rights, also play crucial roles. A robust democracy relies on a combination of these 

elements to ensure government accountability, representation, and the protection of citizens' 

interests. 

 

 

Q7. Compare the federal forms of Government in Nigeria and Brazil.  

Ans. Nigeria and Brazil are both federal republics with federal systems of government, but they differ 

significantly in terms of their specific structures and historical contexts. Here's a comparison of the 

federal forms of government in Nigeria and Brazil: 

1. Historical Background: 

Nigeria: Nigeria's federal system of government was adopted following independence from British 

colonial rule in 1960. It was partly influenced by British colonial practices and designed to 

accommodate the country's diverse ethnic and regional interests. 

Brazil: Brazil's federal system has a longer history dating back to its independence from Portugal in 

the early 19th century. The country's vast size and regional diversity have historically necessitated a 

decentralized system of governance. 

2. Number of States/Regions: 



 

 

 

Nigeria: Nigeria is divided into 36 states and the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja. Each state has its 

own government with significant autonomy, and Nigeria's federal system is often described as a 

"quasi-federal" system due to the strong influence of the central government. 

Brazil: Brazil is divided into 26 states and one federal district (Brasília). While states in Brazil enjoy a 

degree of autonomy, the central government has relatively more power compared to the states than 

in Nigeria. 

3. Ethnic and Cultural Diversity: 

Nigeria: Nigeria is known for its ethnic and cultural diversity, with over 250 ethnic groups and 

multiple religions. The federal system was designed to address the needs and interests of these 

diverse groups, but it has also led to ethnic and regional tensions at times. 

Brazil: Brazil is also ethnically and culturally diverse, with a mix of indigenous, African, European, and 

other influences. While regional disparities exist, ethnic diversity is not as pronounced as in Nigeria. 

4. Political Structure: 

Nigeria: Nigeria operates a presidential system of government, where the President is both the head 

of state and government. The National Assembly consists of the Senate (upper house) and the House 

of Representatives (lower house). Governors lead the states. 

Brazil: Brazil also operates a presidential system with a President as the head of state and 

government. The National Congress consists of the Federal Senate (upper house) and the Chamber 

of Deputies (lower house). Governors lead the states. 

5. Fiscal Federalism: 

Nigeria: Nigeria has a relatively weaker fiscal federalism system, with the central government 

retaining substantial control over revenue allocation and resource management. This has been a 

source of tension between the federal government and states. 

Brazil: Brazil has a more decentralized fiscal system, where states and municipalities have greater 

control over revenue collection and allocation. This has allowed for more fiscal autonomy at the 

subnational level. 

6. Regional Disparities: 

Nigeria: Nigeria faces significant regional disparities in terms of economic development, 

infrastructure, and access to resources. Some regions, particularly the oil-rich Niger Delta, have 

experienced significant conflicts over resource allocation. 

Brazil: Brazil also has regional disparities, with the wealthier and more developed South and 

Southeast regions compared to the less developed North and Northeast regions. These disparities 

have been a focus of policy efforts to promote development. 

7. Ethnic and Regional Conflicts: 

Nigeria: Nigeria has experienced ethnic and regional conflicts, including the Nigerian Civil War (1967-

1970) and ongoing tensions between various ethnic and religious groups. 



 

 

Brazil: While Brazil has faced social and economic challenges, it has not experienced ethnic or 

regional conflicts on the scale of Nigeria. 

In summary, both Nigeria and Brazil have federal systems of government, but their specific 

structures and dynamics differ due to historical, cultural, and political factors. Nigeria's federalism is 

marked by a history of ethnic and regional tensions, while Brazil's federalism has been influenced by 

its vast size and regional disparities. Both countries face challenges related to governance, 

development, and the balance of power between the central government and subnational entities. 

 

 

Q8. Write short notes on any two of the following :  

(a) Importance of comparison  

Ans. Comparison is a fundamental method in the field of comparative politics and social sciences as a 

whole. It involves examining similarities and differences between different cases, societies, or 

phenomena. Here are some key reasons why comparison is essential in academic research and 

understanding the world: 

1. Understanding Diversity: Comparison allows researchers to understand and appreciate the 

diversity of human societies, political systems, cultures, and behaviors. It helps us recognize that 

there is no single "normal" or "universal" way of doing things. 

2. Generalization and Theory Development: Through systematic comparison, scholars can identify 

patterns, trends, and regularities across cases. These patterns form the basis for generalizations 

and theory development, enabling us to make broader statements about social and political 

phenomena. 

3. Policy and Decision-Making: Comparative research provides valuable insights for policymakers 

and decision-makers. By examining how different policies or approaches have worked in various 

contexts, policymakers can make more informed choices. 

4. Avoiding Ethnocentrism: Comparison helps avoid ethnocentrism, which is the tendency to 

evaluate other cultures or societies based on the standards and values of one's own. 

Comparative analysis allows for a more objective and culturally sensitive assessment. 

5. Learning from Success and Failure: By comparing different cases, societies, or policies, we can 

learn from both success stories and failures. This knowledge can inform best practices and help 

avoid repeating mistakes. 

6. Cultural Understanding: Comparative research fosters cultural understanding by encouraging 

scholars and individuals to immerse themselves in the perspectives, values, and norms of 

different societies. 

7. Informed Decision-Making: In personal life, comparison helps individuals make informed 

decisions. For example, comparing different products, services, or options can lead to better 

choices. 

8. Conflict Resolution: In the context of international relations, comparative analysis can contribute 

to conflict resolution by identifying common ground and areas of compromise between 

conflicting parties. 

9. Identifying Trends and Challenges: Comparative research can help identify global trends and 

challenges, such as the spread of democracy, human rights violations, or environmental issues. 

Understanding these trends is essential for addressing global problems. 



 

 

10. Educational Value: Comparison is a valuable educational tool, promoting critical thinking and 

analytical skills. It encourages individuals to ask questions, seek evidence, and make reasoned 

judgments. 

In summary, comparison is essential for gaining a deeper understanding of the world, making 

informed decisions, developing theories, and addressing complex social and political issues. It helps 

us appreciate diversity, learn from different experiences, and avoid ethnocentrism, ultimately 

contributing to better-informed research, policy, and personal choices. 

 

 

(b) Political economy of Great Britain  

Ans. The political economy of Great Britain, often referred to as the United Kingdom (UK), is a 

complex and dynamic system characterized by a mix of market-oriented policies and state 

intervention. It has evolved over centuries and has undergone significant changes in response to 

domestic and global challenges. Here are some key aspects of the political economy of Great 

Britain: 

1. Market Economy: The UK has a predominantly market-oriented economy that values free-

market principles, private enterprise, and competition. The government has traditionally played 

a limited role in directly managing economic activities. 

2. Financial Hub: London, the UK's capital, is a global financial center and home to major financial 

institutions, including the Bank of England, the London Stock Exchange, and numerous 

multinational banks. The financial sector is a crucial driver of the UK's economy. 

3. Trade and Globalization: The UK has a long history of international trade and globalization. It 

was a colonial power and a key player in global trade networks. Today, it continues to emphasize 

international trade and is a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

4. Industrial Transformation: The UK experienced an industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th 

centuries, transitioning from an agrarian economy to an industrial one. While manufacturing has 

declined, the services sector has grown significantly, contributing a substantial portion of GDP. 

5. Welfare State: The UK has a comprehensive welfare state that provides citizens with healthcare, 

education, unemployment benefits, and other social services. The National Health Service (NHS) 

is a prominent example of state-funded healthcare. 

6. Monetary Policy: The Bank of England is responsible for monetary policy, including setting 

interest rates to control inflation and support economic stability. 

7. Fiscal Policy: The UK government manages fiscal policy, including taxation, government 

spending, and budgeting. Fiscal policies can vary depending on the priorities of the ruling 

political party. 

8. Privatization: The UK has a history of privatizing state-owned industries, including 

telecommunications, utilities, and transportation. This approach has been used to introduce 

competition and improve efficiency. 

9. European Union Membership: The UK was a member of the European Union (EU) until January 

31, 2020, when it officially left the EU following a referendum in 2016. Brexit, as it's commonly 

known, has had significant implications for the UK's trade and economic policies. 

10. Devolution: The UK is a union of four nations: England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. 

Devolution has granted varying degrees of legislative and administrative powers to Scotland, 

Wales, and Northern Ireland, allowing them to make decisions on certain domestic issues. 



 

 

11. Income Inequality: Like many developed economies, the UK faces income inequality challenges. 

There is an ongoing debate about the distribution of wealth and opportunities within the 

country. 

12. Environmental Concerns: Environmental issues, including climate change and sustainability, have 

gained prominence on the political and economic agenda. The UK has committed to reducing 

carbon emissions and transitioning to renewable energy sources. 

13. Technology and Innovation: The UK is home to numerous research institutions and universities, 

fostering innovation and technological advancements. It has a thriving tech sector in cities like 

London, Cambridge, and Manchester. 

14. Immigration and Labor: Immigration has played a significant role in the UK's economy, with 

foreign-born workers contributing to various sectors. Immigration policies and their impact on 

the labor market have been subjects of debate. 

The political economy of the UK is influenced by the interplay of economic, social, and political 

factors, with government policies and priorities evolving over time. The UK's response to emerging 

challenges, such as those posed by Brexit, climate change, and global economic shifts, will continue 

to shape its political economy in the years to come. 

 

 

(c) Importance of military in Nigerian politics  

Ans. The importance of the military in Nigerian politics has been a recurring and often contentious 

issue throughout the country's history since gaining independence from British colonial rule in 1960. 

The Nigerian military has played a significant role in shaping the political landscape for several 

reasons: 

1. Historical Interventions: Nigeria has experienced multiple military coups and interventions in its 

post-independence history. The military's first intervention in 1966 resulted in the overthrow of 

the civilian government, and subsequent military regimes ruled the country for significant 

periods. 

2. Interventions for Stability: At times, the military has justified its interventions as necessary to 

restore stability and maintain order in a country characterized by ethnic and religious diversity. 

Military leaders have portrayed themselves as saviors during times of political crisis. 

3. Ethnic and Regional Politics: Nigeria's political landscape is marked by ethnic and regional 

divisions. The military has, at times, presented itself as a unifying force that can counterbalance 

regional and ethnic tensions. Military leaders have come from different regions and ethnic 

groups, which has contributed to their appeal as neutral actors. 

4. Resource Control: Nigeria is rich in natural resources, particularly oil. Control over these 

resources has been a source of contention between the central government and various regions. 

The military has been involved in efforts to control and manage these resources, sometimes 

justifying its interventions as necessary to protect national assets. 

5. Corruption and Mismanagement: The military has often cited corruption and mismanagement 

as reasons for its interventions. Military leaders have promised to root out corruption and bring 

accountability to governance. 

6. Transitions to Civilian Rule: The Nigerian military has occasionally played a role in overseeing 

transitions from military to civilian rule. For example, the military handed over power to civilian 

governments in 1979 and 1999 after extended periods of military rule. 



 

 

7. Role in Peacekeeping: Nigerian military personnel have participated in international 

peacekeeping missions under the auspices of the United Nations. These missions have earned 

the military international recognition and have influenced Nigeria's foreign policy. 

8. Challenges to Democratic Governance: The repeated military interventions have posed 

challenges to the development of stable and democratic governance in Nigeria. Civilian 

governments have been disrupted, and transitions to democracy have often been fragile. 

9. Civil-Military Relations: Civil-military relations in Nigeria have been complex, with tensions 

between civilian authorities and the military. Ensuring civilian control over the military has been 

an ongoing challenge. 

10. Security Challenges: Nigeria has faced significant security challenges, including insurgency in the 

Northeast (e.g., Boko Haram) and communal conflicts. The military plays a central role in 

addressing these security threats, which can influence political dynamics. 

It is important to note that the military's involvement in Nigerian politics has been a subject of 

debate and controversy. While some argue that military interventions have been necessary to 

address governance failures and maintain stability, others view them as impediments to democratic 

development and civilian rule. In recent years, Nigeria has made efforts to strengthen democratic 

institutions and promote civilian rule, but the role of the military in politics remains a topic of 

discussion and concern. 

 

 

(d) Socialism 

Ans. Socialism is a socio-economic and political ideology that advocates for the collective ownership 

and control of the means of production, distribution, and exchange of goods and services. It stands in 

contrast to capitalism, where these resources are typically privately owned. Socialism seeks to 

address economic inequality and promote social and economic equality by reducing or eliminating 

class distinctions. Here are key features and concepts associated with socialism: 

1. Collective Ownership: Socialism emphasizes collective or public ownership of key economic 

resources, such as factories, land, and natural resources. The idea is that these resources should 

benefit society as a whole rather than a small group of private owners. 

2. Means of Production: Socialists argue that the means of production, which include factories, 

machinery, and technology, should be owned and managed by the state, worker cooperatives, or 

the community to ensure equitable distribution of wealth and resources. 

3. Redistribution of Wealth: Socialism aims to reduce income and wealth inequality by 

redistributing wealth from the wealthy to the less privileged through progressive taxation and 

social programs. 

4. Social Welfare: Socialist systems typically provide extensive social welfare programs, including 

universal healthcare, education, housing, and unemployment benefits, to ensure that citizens 

have access to basic necessities regardless of their income. 

5. Classless Society: Socialists envision a classless society where there is no significant distinction 

between the working class and the owning class. The goal is to eliminate exploitation and 

oppressive hierarchies. 

6. Democratic Planning: Many socialists advocate for democratic planning of the economy, where 

decisions about resource allocation and production are made collectively, often through 

democratic processes, rather than by market forces. 



 

 

7. Public Services: Essential services such as healthcare, education, and transportation are often 

publicly funded and managed in socialist systems to ensure universal access and prevent profit-

driven disparities. 

8. Critique of Capitalism: Socialists criticize capitalism for its perceived flaws, including economic 

inequality, exploitation of workers, and the commodification of basic human needs. 

9. Varieties of Socialism: There are various forms of socialism, including democratic socialism, 

Marxism, communism, and eco-socialism, each with its own interpretation of socialist principles 

and strategies for achieving them. 

10. Historical Examples: Socialist movements have been influential in several countries, leading to 

the establishment of socialist or mixed-market economies. Notable examples include the Soviet 

Union, Cuba, China, and several European countries with social democratic systems. 

11. Contemporary Debates: The relevance and feasibility of socialism continue to be subjects of 

debate in contemporary politics. Some countries have adopted socialist policies within mixed-

market economies, while others have embraced neoliberalism and market-driven capitalism. 

12. Challenges: Critics argue that socialist systems can stifle innovation, entrepreneurship, and 

economic growth, and they raise concerns about government overreach and loss of individual 

freedoms. 

It's important to note that there are various interpretations of socialism, ranging from more 

moderate, reform-oriented forms (such as social democracy) to more radical, revolutionary variants 

(such as communism). The specific policies and practices associated with socialism can vary widely 

depending on the political, cultural, and historical context of a given country or movement. 


